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Abstract

The aim of this study is to develop a systematic method on the basis of Petri net models to automatically generate operating procedures
for multiple material transfer tasks in any batch process. The system model of the pipeline network used for such tasks is built by assembling
the component nets representing piping elements, i.e., fragments, valves, pumps and/or compressors, according to the network configuration.
All possible material-transfer routes and the corresponding operating procedures are then identified in a constrained system net, which can
be constructed by imposing a set of control rules to the system model. A realistic example is presented at the end of this paper to demonstrate
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he effectiveness and correctness of the proposed approach.
2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Most low-volume high-value commercial products, such
s the pharmaceuticals, foods, specialty chemicals and cer-

ain types of polymers, are usually manufactured in batch
rocesses. Due to the need to save capital costs, it is a com-
on practice to share the existing equipments in the plant for
anufacturing various different products. As a result, it is
ften necessary to move the process materials from one unit

o another through a complex pipeline network. In addition,
very energy transfer duty required in these manufacturing
rocesses may also demand the transportation of a heating
or cooling) medium within another pipeline network to fa-
ility this utility function. Traditionally, the tasks of finding
ossible material transfer routes and then synthesizing the
orresponding operating procedures are performed manually
n an ad hoc basis. For a complex batch chemical process,

he demand for time and effort may be overwhelming and,
urther, the resulting recipe is often error-prone. In order to
elieve work load and also to improve operation safety, it is
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ax: +886 6 234 4496.
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highly desirable to develop computer algorithms for a
matic synthesis of the needed operation procedures.

The research on recipe generation has already adv
significantly in the last two decades. For the sake
brevity, a review of studies concerning thecontinuouspro-
cesses, e.g.,Fusillo and Powers (1987)andLakshmanan an
Stephanopoulos, 1988a, 1988b, 1990, is omitted in this pa
per. For the batch processes, two basic types of syn
problems have been addressed in the literature, i.e., (1
generation of plant-wide operating procedures involvin
full spectrum of unit operations, and (2) the sequencin
valve-switching steps for fluid movements in plants.

The former problem is essentially concerned with th
sues involved in integrating production planning/schedu
considerations into recipe management.Crooks and Mac
chietto (1992)has carried out such a study. In their
per, the batch processes were modeled with the State
Network (STN) representation(Kondili, Pantelides, & Sa
gent, 1988). The overall operation goal was achieved by
forming a series of sub-goaling steps. These steps wer
tained with a logic-based Mixed Integer Linear Programm
(MILP) technique.Viswanathan, Johnsson, Venkatasu
manian, and̈Arzen (1998a, 1998b)developed a hierarchic
planning framework on the basis of the ISA standard S8
098-1354/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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for the synthesis of batch operating procedures. In their work,
a discrete event modeling tool called Grafchart was used
to represent the declarative and also procedural knowledge
for incrementally inferencing additional knowledge. The de-
tailed operating procedures can then be synthesized accord-
ingly.Kim and Moon (2000)adopted an automatic safety ver-
ification system, i.e., Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV), to syn-
thesize a feasible operation sequence and to verify its safety.
More specifically, this method can be used to identify the em-
bedded operation error (if any), to find a minimum makespan
and to synthesize an error-free operating procedure at the
same time. Several examples were presented to illustrate the
effectiveness of their approaches. Finally,Hoshi, Nagasawa,
Yamashita, and Suzuki (2002)proposed a knowledge-based
method on the basis of two separate graph models. One was
used to represent the plant structure and the other the material-
conversion procedures. A recursive search algorithm was de-
veloped accordingly to generate the operation recipe and this
approach was successfully tested in a case study.

As mentioned previously, transporting material between
source(s) and sink(s) in a pipeline network is a fundamental
task to be performed in the batch processes. This is due to the
fact that this task is needed to facilitate almost every type of
unit operations. In a pioneering work,Rivas and Rudd (1974)
proposed a method for the synthesis of failure-safe opera-
tions to assist the operators during emergency situations. The
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used as a modeling tool for the material transfer operations
in batch plants. The mathematical representation of theordi-
naryPetri net is provided byPeterson (1981). As originally
designed, it is only composed of three types of elements, i.e.,
a set of discrete placesP, a set of discrete transitionsT and
a set of interconnected normal arcsA. A discrete place is
graphically expressed in the Petri net with a circle and a dis-
crete transition is with a bar. A normal arc is represented with
a directed solid line. It connects either a place to a transition
or vice versa. In order to facilitate proper characterization of
the material transfer patterns in pipeline networks, additional
extensions are also used in this work, i.e., the weighted arcs,
the inhibitor arcs and the static test arcs. The execution of a
Petri net is controlled according to the numbers and distribu-
tion of tokensin the places of Petri net. The vector of all token
numbers at a particular instance is referred to as amarking.
A more detailed review of these and other Petri net elements
and also the transition enabling and firing rules can be found
elsewhere (David & Alla, 1994; Wang & Chang, 2004).

There have been a few related studies in the past to model
and design the hierarchical supervisory control system in
batch processes with Petri nets, e.g., seeTittus and Lennart-
son (1999)andFerrarini and Piroddi (2003). However, none
of them are suitable for the synthesis of material-transfer pro-
cedures in a complex pipeline network. In the present study,
each valve, pump and piping fragment in the given process is
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heat-
i ical
alve operation sequence can be quickly determined to
he given operation objective.O’Shima (1978)handled this
roblem with a more efficient solution technique. The au
eveloped the algorithms for finding the route between
iven starting and terminating points of a material stream
lso for evaluating the flow state in each unit along the str
he operation procedures were then synthesized on the
f these algorithms.Foulkes, Walton, Andow, and Galluz
1988)represented the states of fragments in a plant stru
ith a series of condition lists. They utilized a combinatio
rtificial intelligence techniques, pattern matching and
earch algorithms to identify all feasible routes for trans
ing a designated material from one storage tank to anoth
he plant.Uthgenannt (1996)used digraph models to descr
he network of interconnected process equipments. The
erial transfer routes and the required operating proced
an be obtained using a graph search method.

It should be noted that the above results are still not ma
nough for practical applications. Generally speaking
lant-wide operating procedures generated in the first g
f studies are often not given in sufficient detail for ac

mplementation, e.g., seeKim and Moon (2000)andHoshi
t al. (2002), and are not suitable for concurrent operatio
.g., seeCrooks and Macchietto (1992). On the other hand

t is difficult to apply the specific valve-sequencing steps
ained in the second group to achieve a multi-task sche
hich are quite common in an industrial plant. The focu
resent study is thus concerned with the generation of
ting procedures to achieved multiple material-transfer t
efined by a given Gantt Chart. To this end, the Petri n
rst modeled with a component Petri net. These compo
odels are then connected according to the P&ID. Nex
rder to identify all reachable states from a chosen in
ystem state and their relationships, the reachability tr
he Petri net model is developed with a standard algor
Murata, 1989). From this reachability tree,all possible oper
ting procedures (to achieve the same operation goal) c
asily identified. To describe this procedure in detail, the
f this paper is organized as follows. The standard compo
odels are described in Section2. The method for generatin
peration steps to facilitate a specific material-transfer

s presented in Section3. Due to the need to ensure opera
afety, a unique route must be secured for each indiv
ask. Hence, a set of equipment operation rules are inc
ated in the Petri net to produce the required operation s

detailed description of these rules can also be foun
ection3. Since the reachability tree is used in this w
s a tool for identifying operation steps, its implementa
pproach is outlined in Section4. Additional control mecha
isms are introduced in the Petri net model to achieve a g
ulti-task schedule. These features are outlined in Se

. Finally, the results of applying the proposed synthesis
edure to an industrial-size plant are given at the end o
aper.

. Component models

As mentioned previously, the process materials and
ng/cooling mediums can be transferred in a batch chem
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Fig. 1. An example plant.

process via various pipeline networks. The first critical is-
sue in modeling any network should be concerned with the
division of the system into distinct components.Uthgenannt
(1996)constructed the corresponding digraph by treating the
process equipment, e.g., valves, pumps and storage tanks,
as nodes and the pipeline branches between any two nodes
as directed arcs. This approach often produces impractical
recipes that may even contain spurious operation actions.
Let us consider the network presented inFig. 1 and its di-
graph model inFig. 2 as an example. The material trans-
fer routes from tank T1 to tank T3 can be identified by
inspectingFig. 2, i.e. (1) T1→ V1 → V4 → T3 and (2)
T1 → V1 → V3 → V4 → T3. Notice that the opening of
V3 in the second procedure is an unnecessary step. This is
due to the fact that the material transfer flow through valve
V3 is bi-directional in this example and, thus, each of the
three pipeline branches between V1, V3 and V4 is associated
with two different arcs.

To avoid the above problem, the concept of the piping
fragments(Foulkes et al., 1988)is adopted in this work for
the development of Petri net models. In particular, a fragment
is defined as a collection of pipeline branches and/or process-
ing units isolated by the valves, pumps and other means of
flow blockage in the pipeline network. Let us again consider
Fig. 1. Six fragments can be identified with this criterion,
i.e., the shaded pipeline branches inFig. 3. For illustration
c re of
f inlet
v
t nly

Fig. 2. Digraph model of example plant.

in one direction. The corresponding Petri net model is pre-
sented inFig. 4(b). The place FR in this model is used to
reflect the fragment state. More specifically, a token entering
such a place denotes the condition that the process material
(or the heating/cooling medium) is delivered to the corre-
sponding fragment from an upstream source fragment. The
place PKI reflects the connection status of FR with its up-
stream fragment, and PKO denotes the same with a down-
stream fragment. On the other hand, if the outlet valve VO
of the fragment inFig. 4(a) permits bi-directional material
transfer, the fragment model depicted inFig. 4(b) should be
changed to the one shown inFig. 4(c). Notice that the tran-
sitions TXO(1) and TXO(2) are used to denote respectively
the material-transfer actions from FR to the downstream frag-
ment and vice versa. It should also be noted that, although
both transfer actions are allowed, only one can be taken at a
time. Thus, a token is placed in PXO initially in every sim-
ulation run. On the basis of the above model-building con-
vention, all mass-transfer paths inFig. 3 can be described
with the Petri net shown inFig. 5. By inserting a token in
place FR1, it can be observed that there is only one possible
route for the token to flow from place FR1 to place FR5, i.e.,
FR → FR3→ FR5.

Other than the piping fragments, it is also necessary to
develop Petri net models for the valves, pumps and compres-
sors. The valve model is presented inFig. 6. Here, the places
P , re-
s and
T ) to
P ) of
onvenience, let us first consider the most basic structu
ragment, i.e., a section of pipeline FR isolated by an
alve VI and also an outlet valve VO [seeFig. 4(a)]. No-
ice that, in this case, the flow in either valve is allowed o
V(O) and PV(C) denote two opposite valve positions
pectively, i.e., open and close. The transitions TV(O)
V(C) represent the valve-switching actions from PV(C
V(O) and vice versa. Notice that the input place PC(O
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Fig. 3. Piping fragments of example plant.

the transitions TV(O) can be interpreted as the valve-opening
requirement once a particular material-transfer action is se-
lected in a route. Similarly, the place PC(C) can be considered
as the demand for valve-closing operation. The output places
PA(O) and PA(C) of the two transitions TV(O) and TV(C)
can be used to record the actual number of times that the cor-
responding valve-switching actions have been carried out.

Fig. 5. Petri net model of material-transfer paths in the example plant.

Since it is possible to call for a material-transfer action when
the corresponding valve is already open, transition TR(O) is
introduced as the output of both PC(O) and PV(O) in this
model. A normal arc is adopted in the former case to avoid
a token being permanently kept in place PC(O), while a test
arc is used in the latter to prevent loss of the tokens in PV(O).
Finally, note that the transition TR(C) is adopted for the same
reason.

F n valve .
( valve a
ig. 4. (a) Basic structure of a piping fragment with two single-directio
c) Petri net model of a basic fragment structure (one single-direction
s. (b) Petri net model of a basic fragment structure (two single-direction valves)
nd one bi-direction valve).
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Fig. 6. Petri net model of a valve.

Since the operating procedures of pumps and compres-
sors can be considered as well-established industrial prac-
tices, e.g., seeKarassik and McGuire (1998), their detailed
steps are not described in their component models for the
sake of simplicity. Specifically, the valve model presented in
Fig. 6 is also used for representing a power-generating de-
vice in this study. In this case, the places PV(O) and PV(C)
represent two opposite states, i.e., on and off, of the device re-
spectively. The transitions TV(O) and TV(C) can be regarded
as a series of standard operation actions to turn on and off the
pump/compressor.

3. Generation of operation steps

The operating procedure can be obtained based on a sys-
tem model. To create such a model, the component models
should be assembled one-by-one according to the network

configuration. For example, the Petri net model of the plant
described inFig. 1can be produced easily using this approach
(seeFig. 7). Notice that the transitions TXs are connected to
the places PC(O)s with normal arcs. This practice is meant
to reflect the relationship between each material-transfer ac-
tion and the need to open the corresponding valve. Given
a route and a set of initial valve states, a specific operating
procedure can then be synthesized by performing simula-
tion with the Petri net. Let us consider the example inFig.
1 again. Under the condition that all valves are closed ini-
tially, valves V1 and V4 should be switched to the open
position for transferring material through the previously-
identified route FR1→ FR3→ FR5. Notice that the initial
system condition of the Petri net model can be set by in-
troducing a token in FR1 and also in the place representing
the close position of each valve. The above operation steps
can then be identified with the Petri net based simulation.
However, it should also be noted that, if a different set of
initial valve states is adopted in the simulation run, the re-
sulting operating procedure still remains the same. This is
clearly undesirable. Thus, in order to guarantee the feasibil-
ity and safety of the material-transfer steps through a selected
route, it is necessary to impose additional auxiliary control
rules in operating the related valves, pumps and/or com-
pressors. Theseequipment operation rulesare summarized
below.
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Table 1
The operating steps for two sets of initial valve states in the example plant

Case 1

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

Initial positiona C C C C C
Operation steps open V1, open V4
a C denotes “close”; O denotes “open”.
Equipment Operation Rules: Given a specific materia
ransfer action, all valves and/or pumps surrounding its
tream fragment(except the one used for facilitating t
resent material transfer) should be closed/switched off.

To realize this requirement of blocking all the entran
nd exits not located on the selected route, additional no
utput arcs should be introduced to connect the transition
esenting the given action, i.e., TX, with the places PC
n the component models of the corresponding equipm
urthermore, to maintain the equipment state needed t
cute the given action, an extra inhibitor arc should als

nserted between place PK and the transition TV(C) in
omponent model of this equipment. As a result of appl
hese control rules, additional normal and inhibitor arcs
ncorporated in the Petri net presented inFig. 7. This modi-
ed version is shown inFig. 8and, for better readability, th
dded arcs are drawn with bold solid lines. Let us once a
onsider the material-transfer route FR1→ FR3→ FR5 in
ig. 3. The correct operating procedures for two different
f initial valve states can now be generated with the mod
et (seeTable 1).

Case 2

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

C O O O C
close V3, open V1
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Fig. 7. The system model of example plant.

4. Identification of feasible routes

In the above discussions, the material-transfer route is as-
sumed to be available before the required operation steps
can be generated. Since there may be more than one route
between a source fragment and a sink fragment, it is often
desirable to identify all possible routes for the sake of op-
eration flexibility. This task can be achieved by constructing
a reachability tree on the basis of the corresponding Petri
net model. Specifically, one can first obtain as many “new”
markings as the number of the enabled transitions accord-
ing to the initial marking. From each new marking, one can
then again generate more markings. Repeating this procedure
over and over results in a reachability tree. The tree consists
of nodes and arcs. Other than the node representing the initial
state, each node is associated with a generated marking and
its input arc denotes the corresponding fired transition. All
nodes in the tree can be classified into four different types:
(1) frontier nodes, (2) interior nodes, (3) duplicate nodes and
(4) terminal nodes. The frontier nodes are nodes that have not
yet been developed by the tree-building algorithm, whereas
the interior nodes are processed nodes. The duplicate nodes
are the ones that have appeared more than once in the tree.
The terminal nodes are nodes that cannot lead to any enabled
transition. It should be noted that the construction of reacha-
bility tree should be carried out as long as the frontier nodes

still exist. In other words, every frontier node must eventually
be converted to one of the other nodes.

The tree construction process begins by defining the initial
marking to be the root node of the tree and also a frontier node.
On the basis of breadth-first strategy, the reachability tree of a
given Petri net can be constructed according to the following
algorithm (Murata, 1989; Wang, Wu, & Chang, 2002):

1. Label the initial marking M0 as the root node of the tree
and, initially, tag it as a frontier node.

2. If the frontier nodes exist, do the following:
(a) Select a frontier node. Let the marking of this node

beM.
(b) If the markingM is identical to that of an existing

node in the constructed tree, then convert the frontier
node to a duplicate node and then go to step 2(a).

(c) Use the revised Murata’s state equation to obtain all
possible enabled transitions. If no transitions are en-
abled for the markingM, then convert the selected
frontier node to a terminal node and then go to step
2(a). If the enabled transitions can be identified, then
select each enabled transitiontj as a firing transition
tf and carry out the following tasks repeatedly:
• Obtain the markingMk by firing tf .
• IncludeMk as a node, draw a directed arc with label

t fromM to M , and tagM as a frontier node.
f k k
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Fig. 8. The system model with equipment operation rules.

• Remove the original tag fromM and tag it as an
interior node.

In developing the reachability tree for our purpose, all
enabled transitions associated with the valve-switching ac-
tions, i.e., those labeled as “TR” and “TV”, must be fired
beforetriggering any transition representing material move-
ment, i.e., the one labeled as “TX”, to avoid generating du-
plicate branches. This constraint can be easily imposed by
modifying the firing sequence of enabled transitions in step
2(c) of above algorithm.

Let us turn to the system described byFig. 3. By assum-
ing that the raw material is stored in tank T1 initially and
all valves are closed except for valve V3, the corresponding
reachability tree (shown inFig. 9) can be generated accord-
ing to the proposed algorithm. The markings associated with
the nodes in this tree can be found inTable 2. In order to
clearly identify the elements in a marking, the token num-
bers are grouped into six subsets and arranged sequentially
in a vector, i.e.,

Mk = [FRk,PA(O)k,PA(C)k,PV(O)k,PV(C)k,PKk]

and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 8. Here, each subset label is identical
to the place labels of its elements. For example, the elements
stored inFR are the token numbers of places representing the

fragment states. Based on this convention, useful information
can be directly acquired from the marking of each terminal
node in the reachability tree. Specifically, the sink fragment
of a material-transfer route should be associated with one in
the first subsetFRk of the terminal node. The actual valve-
opening and valve-closing actions that make the transfer in
each route possible can be found from the elements in the
subsetsPA(O)k andPA(C)k, respectively. The final valve
states can be obtained from the subsetsPV(O)k andPV(C)k.
Finally, the connection status among various fragments in the
network can be identified fromPKk. Notice that the subsets
PC(O)k,PC(C)k andPXk are not included inTable 2since
these data are not useful for the identification of the feasible
operation steps. According to the reachability tree given in
Fig. 9, it can be concluded that two material-transfer routes
are originated from fragment FR1, i.e., FR1→ FR3→ FR5
(see M6 in Table 2) and FR1→ FR3→ FR4→ FR6 (see
M8 in Table 2). From the subsetsPA(O)6 andPA(C)6, it is
clear that the former material transfer task can be accom-
plished by closing V3 and then opening both V1 and V4.
Similarly, the operation steps for the latter can be found in
PA(O)8 andPA(C)8, i.e., opening V1 and V5. Notice that
the valve-closing actions should be implemented at instances
earlier than those of the valve-opening steps in the above
procedures. This is due to the need to eliminate the possibil-
ity of transferring material to fragments that are not located
k
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Fig. 9. A reachability tree of the Petri net inFig. 8.

on the selected route. Notice also that these operation steps
can only be used tofacilitatematerial transfer. The operating
procedures toterminatethe transfer tasks have not yet been
discussed at this point.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the proposed route-
searching algorithm may fail if the Petri net contains loops.
For example, let us apply the above procedure to the network
presented inFig. 10. It can be found that there are five possible
routes emanating from the fragment FR1. However, one of
them forms an infinite loop, i.e.

FR1→ FR3→ FR4→ FR6→ FR5→ FR3

→ FR4→ FR6→ FR5→ · · ·
This loop is caused basically by the bi-directional valves V3,
V4, V5 and V6. The effort to assemble these looping routes
is obviously futile and, thus, they should be avoided in the
search process. To this end, it is necessary to impose another
set of control rules on the system model. Theseconnection
enforcement rulesare summarized below.

Table 2
The markings associated with the nodes inFig. 9

Markings Subsets

M0 {100000}{00000}{00000}{00100}{11011}{000000}
M1 {001000}{00000}{00000}{00100}{11011}{100000}
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Fig. 10. Another fictitious example plant.

Connection Enforcement Rules: Given a specific
material-transferaction, anyadditional transport into theup-
stream fragment of this action should be prohibited to avoid
development of looping routes.

Specifically, an inhibitor arc should be added between the
place representing the connection status resulting from the
transfer action under consideration and each transition rep-
resenting an inlet connection of its upstream fragment.

5. Execution of multiple tasks

In this study, it is assumed that an appropriate schedule
for carrying out all material-transfer tasks is already avail-
able before the synthesis of specific operating procedures.
For illustration convenience, let us consider two tasks sched-
uled according to the Gantt charts shown inFig. 11(a) and (b).
They are referred to asschedule Aandschedule B, respec-
tively in this paper. In essence, the key decision in generating
the operating procedures to implement these two schedules is
concerned with the issue offragment sharing. In the former
case, the two material-transfer routes adopted to accomplish
the given tasks are allowed to be overlapping. To provide
such opportunities, the token number in every place with ini-
2 {001000}{10000}{00000}{10100}{01011}{100000}

3 {000100}{10000}{00000}{10100}{01011}{101000}

4 {000010}{10000}{00000}{10100}{01011}{100010}

5 {000100}{10000}{00000}{10100}{01011}{101000}

6 {000010}{10010}{00100}{10010}{01101}{100010}

7 {000001}{10000}{00000}{10100}{01011}{101001}

8 {000001}{10001}{00000}{10101}{01010}{101001}
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Fig. 11. (a) Schedule A. (b) Schedule B.

tial label “PK” should be reset to zero before initiating the
search process to create the operation steps of the second
task. On the other hand, all place-resetting possibilities must
be eliminated in schedule B.

The above requirements can be viewed as the final s
of control rules in Petri net model. For illustration purpose
let us consider a mixing operation in the pipeline networ
given in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the raw materials of this
operation (say X and Y) are stored in tank T1 and tank T2
respectively and tank T3 is used as a mixer. Thus, the need
material-transfer tasks should be: (1) transporting materi
X from tank T1 to tank T3 and (2) transporting material Y
from tank T2 to tank T3. The corresponding control rules ca
be imposed by attaching the component model of a fictitiou
schedule managerto the system model. This component in
present example consists of atimer model [seeFig. 12(a)]
and the models of twotask coordinators[seeFig. 12(b)].

The timer model can be constructed according to a Gan
chart. On the basis of the delay times assigned to the tra
sitions TC(1)–TC(4) inFig. 12(a), it is clear that the places
P(1), P(2) and P(3) can be used to reflect the time interva
(θ0, θ1), (θ1, θ2) and (θ2, θ3), respectively for both schedules.
The place PS(i) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) marks the instance that a task
begins or ends. If schedule A is adopted, PS(1) and PS(
denote the initiation commands of the first and second task
respectively and PS(2) and PS(4) the corresponding termin
t res
t si
n

ide
i er
t
m tice
t me
i

pass the place “reset” and then “start” in the route synthe-
sizer. The former is the entry point of reset processor, which
performs basically two types of routine maintenance works
on the system model:

1. clearing out all tokens in PA(O)s, PA(C)s, PC(O)s and
PC(C)s, and

2. feeding a token to each empty PX.

These practices are taken to avoid confusion in repeating
the route synthesis process for multiple tasks.

On the other hand, the route synthesis mechanism de-
scribed in the previous section is activated after a token is
given in the place “start” and, subsequently, in the place rep-
resenting source fragment of the designated material-transfer.
Note that the route synthesis process ends if a token reaches
the place denoting the status of sink fragment. At this point,
the task terminator is called for to perform two types of book-
keeping duties, i.e.,

1. storing the token number in every PK with the attached
place representing arecorder, and

2. recording the token numbers in PV(O)s for the outlet
valves of the source fragment and in PV(O)s for all
pumps/compressors.

The operation steps to end a task can also be generated
by
all

re-
ed
al-

rdi-
ion commands. On the other hand, PS(1) and PS(2) rep
he initiation signals and PS(3) and PS(4) the termination
als in schedule B.

The Petri net model of a task coordinator can be div
nto three smaller nets. They are referred to in this pap
he models ofroute synthesizer, reset processorandtask ter-
inatoraccording to their respective functionalities. No

hat, once a task initiation signal is generated by the ti
.e., a token is introduced in place PS(i), a token should flow
et
,
k

,
ed
al

n
s

tt
n-

ls

3)
s,
a-
ent
g-

d
as

r,

in the task terminator after a termination signal is issued
the timer. In particular, a valve (or pump/compressor) sh
be closed (or switched off) if a token is residing in the cor
spondingrecorderplace. The tokens in PKs are also remov
under the same condition. This mechanism is installed to

Fig. 12. (a) Petri net model of a timer. (b) Petri net model of a task coo
nator.
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Fig. 12. (Continued).
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Fig. 13. The reachability tree associated with the second task in schedule A.

low overlapping routes in schedule A and also to produce non-
overlapping ones in schedule B. Notice also that, since the
second task begins at a time when the first is still in progress
in schedule B, two material-transfer routes should have al-
ready been created before task 1 can be put to an end. It is
thus necessary to provide a means to distinguish the two in
determining the termination steps. This is achieved with the
places denoted as thecounters. Since only one set of counters
are used in our model and these places are meant to be shared
by the two task coordinators, the operation steps required to
stop material transfer in the first route cannot be adopted in
the second.

Let us again assume that all valves inFig. 3 are closed
initially except V3 and try to generate the operating proce-
dures to achieve schedule A. The corresponding reachability
tree can be constructed with the proposed algorithm. Notice
that the first part of this tree, which is associated with the first
material-transfer task, has already been produced previously
in Fig. 9. The remainder is presented inFig. 13. It should be
noted that this subtree is developed from the terminal node
M6 in Fig. 9since its marking reflects the system state reached
after the material-transfer routes of the first task have been
successfully synthesized. The markings of the nodes inFig.
13 are given inTable 3. From the information embedded in
the entire reachability tree, one can deduce the operating pro-
cedures presented inTable 4.

ecute
s gs of
i .

Table 3
The markings associated with the nodes inFig. 13

Markings Subsets

M9 {010000}{00000}{00000}{00010}{11101}{000000}
M10 {000100}{00000}{00000}{00010}{11101}{010000}
M11 {000100}{01000}{00000}{01010}{10101}{010000}
M12 {001000}{01000}{00000}{01010}{10101}{010100}
M13 {000001}{01000}{00000}{01010}{10101}{010001}
M14 {001000}{01100}{00000}{01110}{10001}{010100}
M15 {000001}{01001}{00000}{01011}{10100}{010001}
M16 {000010}{01100}{00000}{01110}{10001}{010110}
M17 {000010}{01100}{10000}{00110}{11001}{010110}

Table 4
The operating steps for executing schedule a in the example plant

Task Route Operation steps

1 FR1→ FR3→ FR5 (1) Close V3 and open V1,
V4 at θ0; (2) close V1 atθ1

2 FR2→ FR4→ FR3→ FR5 (1) Open V2, V3 atθ2; (2)
close V2 atθ3

Fig. 14. The reachability tree associated with the second task in schedule B.

Notice that only one material-transfer route can be identi-
fied, i.e., FR2→ FR4→ FR6, and its sink fragment does
not contain tank T3. Thus, one can see that it is really not
possible to carry out the second task from the system state
attained after activating the first.

Table 5
The markings associated with the nodes inFig. 14

Markings Subsets

M9 {010000}{00000}{00000}{10010}{01101}{100010}
M10 {000100}{00000}{00000}{10010}{01101}{110010}
M11 {000100}{01000}{00000}{11010}{00101}{110010}
M12 {000001}{01000}{00000}{11010}{00101}{110011}
M13 {000001}{01001}{00000}{11011}{00100}{110011}
Let us next consider the operating procedures to ex
chedule B. The corresponding subtree and the markin
ts nodes can be found inFig. 14andTable 5, respectively
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6. Case study

The pipeline network described byFoulkes et al. (1988)is
adopted in the present work as a realistic example to demon-
strate the capability of the proposed method. The network
contains eight storage tanks, 40 valves and four pumps (see
Fig. 15). A total of 36 pipeline fragments, i.e., FR1–FR36, can
be defined in this system. Here, five different raw materials
are stored in five separate tanks, i.e., T1–T5, respectively. It
is assumed that all valves are closed and all pumps are turned
off initially, and also that the schedule shown inFig. 16 is
adopted in the present case study.

For the sake of brevity, the complete system model and
the corresponding reachability tree are not included in this
paper. In principle, the proposed approach can be applied to
generate all feasible material-transfer routes to meet the given
schedule. A total of 52 routes have been identified to accom-
plish task 1 (seeTable 6). FromFig. 16, it is clear that the
first two tasks should be executed according to schedule B
and it may not be possible to find any feasible route to facil-
itate task 2 at timeθ1 after a particular selection has already
been made for task 1 at timeθ0. In this example, 31 differ-
ent feasible combinations have been identified (seeTable 7).
Finally, the material-transfer routes of task 3 should be syn-
thesized on the basis of the feasible route combinations of
the first two tasks. The first and third tasks in this case must

Fig. 16. Task schedule of case study.

be carried out on the basis of schedule A and, on the other
hand, the second and third should follow schedule B. The
total number of resulting feasible combinations for the com-
plete schedule is 79 and, for the sake of brevity, only four of
them are listed inTable 8. The corresponding operating pro-
cedures can be found inTable 9. As mentioned previously,
in the procedures to facilitate a material-transfer task, there
is a preferred order in operating the valves, i.e., the closing
steps should be implemented before the opening steps can be
applied. In addition, the pump/compressor must be turned on
after all valve-switching actions are completed. This practice
is taken as a measure of safety precaution. On the other hand,
the preferred order should be reversed in the operation pro-
cedure to terminate a task, i.e., the pump/compressor should
be switched off before any valve can be closed.
Fig. 15. The pipeline netw
ork in a batch plant.
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Table 6
The feasible material-transfer routes from tank T1 to tank M1

Route no. Material-transfer route

1 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
2 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
3 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
4 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
5 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
6 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
7 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
8 1 → 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
9 1 → 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 34
10 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
11 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
12 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
13 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
14 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
15 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
16 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
17 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
18 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
19 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
20 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
21 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
22 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
23 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
24 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
25 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 →

34
26 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 →

28 → 27 → 26 → 34
27 1→ 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 30 → 34
28 1→ 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
29 1→ 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
30 1→ 6 → 13 → 17 → 21 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
31 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
32 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
33 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
34 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
35 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
36 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
37 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
38 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
39 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
40 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
41 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
42 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
43 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
44 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
45 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 →

34
46 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 →

34
47 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
48 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
49 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
50 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
51 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 21 →

30 → 34
52 1→ 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 24 → 22 → 21 →

30 → 34
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Table 7
The feasible route combinations for performing tasks 1 and 2

Route no. for
T1 → M1

Route no. for
T3 → M1

Material-transfer route for T3→ M1

1 1 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
2 3 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
3 3 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34

4 3 3→ 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34

9 2 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 30 → 34
4 3 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
5 3 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
6 3 → 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 21 →

30 → 34
7 3 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34
3 3 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 34
8 3 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 →

30 → 34
9 3 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 →

24 → 22 → 21 → 30 → 34

27 10 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 34
11 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
12 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 →

34
13 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
14 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34
15 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 22 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 27 →

26 → 34
16 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 31 → 32 → 33 → 23 → 22 → 24 →

26 → 34
17 3→ 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34
18 3→ 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 27 → 26 →

34
19 3→ 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 →

26 → 34
20 3→ 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 28 → 29 → 25 →

24 → 26 → 34

28 10 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 34
11 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 28 → 29 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
13 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
14 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 34

30 10 3→ 9 → 8 → 14 → 18 → 27 → 26 → 34

31 13 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34
17 3→ 9 → 10 → 11 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 26 → 34

36 13 3→ 9 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 → 26 → 34

Table 8
Four feasible route combinations for the entire schedule

Route no. for T1→ M1 Route no. for T3→ M1 Route no. for T5→ M3 Material-transfer route for T5→ M3

1 1 1 5→ 12 → 11 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 24 →
22 → 23 → 33 → 36

2 5 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 33 → 36
3 5 → 12 → 11 → 10 → 15 → 19 → 25 → 29 → 36
4 5 → 12 → 16 → 20 → 23 → 22 → 24 → 25 →

29 → 36
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Table 9
Four feasible operating procedures to achieve the entire schedule

Route no. for
T5 → M3

Execution
time

Operation steps

1 θ0 Open: V1, V12, V16, V20, V23, V26, V29,
P1

θ1 Open: V3, V8, V13, V17, V30, V32, V33,
V36, P2

θ2 Close: P1, V1
θ3 Close: V20, V26

Open: V5, V11, V10, V14, V18, V25, V23,
V21, V24, V38, P3

θ4 Close: P2, P3, V3, V5

2 θ0 Open: V1, V12, V16, V20, V23, V26, V29,
P1

θ1 Open: V3, V8, V13, V17, V30, V32, V33,
V36, P2

θ2 Close: P1, V1
θ3 Open: V5, V15, V19, V24, V38, P4
θ4 Close: P2, P4, V3, V5

3 θ0 Open: V1, V12, V16, V20, V23, V26, V29,
P1

θ1 Open: V3, V8, V13, V17, V30, V32, V33,
V36, P2

θ2 Close: P1, V1
θ3 Open: V5, V11, V10, V14, V18, V28, V40,

P3
θ4 Close: P2, P3, V3, V5

4 θ0 Open: V1, V12, V16, V20, V23, V26, V29,
P1

θ1 Open: V3, V8, V13, V17, V30, V32, V33,
V36, P2

θ2 Close: P1, V1
θ3 Close: V20, V26

Open: V5, V15, V19, V21, V23, V25, V28,
V40, P4

θ4 Close: P2, P4, V3, V5

7. Conclusion

A systematic procedure is presented in this paper for auto-
matic generation of detailed operating procedures to achieved
multiple material-transfer tasks in a batch process according
to any given Gantt Chart. The proposed algorithm can be
implemented on the basis of the Petri net model of plant
structure. By imposing additional control rules, all feasi-
ble material-transfer routes and the corresponding operation
steps can be identified from the reachability trees of the re-
sulting Petri net. This approach has been successfully applied
to a number of moderately complex examples.
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